meant that Q refines ^), and by p£& that p is a generic element of fP referred to as a cell of @>. A ^P-set is that which is represented as a
meant that Q refines ^), and by p£& that p is a generic element of fP referred to as a cell of @>. A ^P-set is that which is represented as a union of fP-cells. To avoid notational complexity, fP will sometimes stand for the (T-algebra consisting of all measurable fP-sets. For further developments we are requested to single out three classes of partitions, i.e., finite, countable, and general measurable ones, respectively denoted by 2 0 , 2i, 2 2 , so that SoCSiCSa. ^6^1 is written in the form $> = (pi, /?2 5 •••)• As in Q7] every ^G^i is ordered, and \$>\ will stand for the number of fP-cells p with ?7i(p)>0.
For $ £ ^2 and an automorphism T, we frequently use the abbrevia-
so that f% is different from fP? as ordered partitions; a generator ^€^2 for T is such that @-00 = d£. To generalize the notion of weak Bernoulli automorphism Q7] we prepare several steps of definitions. Clearly (£) is a subclass of (/?).
Definition, (i) Let T be an automorphism and fP^So, then (T, #>) is called a weak Bernoulli pair (WBP) if
In each case of classifications r if A(r,«o=A(r,« 2 ) = ..., re (a). in general (*) For the meaning of this expression cf. p. 367, [7] . that is Qoo is a generator for T. This implies that The remaining essential cases will be settled in the proposition after Theorem 1 and Theorem 2.
So that from now on without loss of generality we may assume that ( 
1.1) h(T,(&i)>Q and h(T, & n ) is strictly increasing with n.
It is easy to show that a direct product of a finite or countable number of WBA's is a WBA. By using the fact that for WBA's in (a) the entropy is a complete invariant it is straightforward to show : 2° Automorphisms 5, T represented as direct products of the same finite or countable number of WBA's from (a) are isomorphic if h(S)
The second step of reduction is to show the following proposition.
3° To every jT6(rt, there is an S €(5) which is isomorphic with T.
Proof, By the above observations we may assume that (1. 1) holds true. Inserting (2.6) and a corresponding inequality for H(@\$) into (2.7) and using (2.3) again
Remarks. Since -(A; + y)log(# + j)^ -jclogA; -y log y for 0<^#, j<oo, it is easy to show that the function E(f3,@) t is dominated by a metric on 2o-We now turn to summarize several lemmas from Q7J, rephrasing and sometimes refining them.
Suppose that we have a certain naming system which let to every a) G J2 correspond a finite or infinite sequence of non-negative integers, the name of a). Such a system is often connected with a partition. (1), (2) respectively. If
In the following arguments, if fP is a partition, its subfamily of is denoted by a script capital like © C ^3 whereas the corresponding ^S -measurable set V/P is denoted by C. Lemma 12, [7] .
We will first choose ^iE2 0 such that and the right-hand member can be made arbitrarily small. Collecting (3.2), (3.6), (3.7) we get (3.1).
Next choose Q9O^>i such that By Lemma 9, ^7j, (3.1) implies that there exist partitions Q,-, n--1, such that Let |^2|=/=52 + l; as in the first step, write f(g) for the (3 w -name »-i of f eQ w , Q n =VQ f ; define gf, for ^e/J 2+1 , and put o Write Q£>i = Vrf 'Qfi 1 , ^^VV-^i, and define F after (3.3) with (*) In [7] , use was made of conclusions somewhat different from (3.8) . For the present use we prefer (3.8) to those; (3.8) itself easily derives from (9.3)-(9.5), [7] after a simple application of an isomorphism. The right-hand members of (3.10), (3.12) being able to be made arbitrarily small, we have shown that there exists a ^2 such that which proves the theorem.
E, OS*, g, A(T, Q90, A(S,
Remarks. Obviously we can apply the same method to the case when (£ l = (K.2 = --'9 thus having the proof of Lemma 13, T7]. Doing so, the presence of the first inequality sign in (3.16) which rests on the estimates (2.2), (2.9) simplify the final steps in the proof of Lemma 12, [7] .
Using the proof of Theorem 1 we can prove the following proposition. To prove our lemma, we need a slight change in Ornstein's proof as will be mentioned below. By the isomorphism theorem in Q7], we can find fPi^So such that £1 being made arbitrarily small we may assume that
With (4.10) as a starting condition in place of (4.9), apply the same procedure as above and find out 2) 2 = 2) £2 , (4.14) (S,« 3 )-(7;3>3), (5>s)=.= («3)!:., In this concluding section we will discuss about applications of isomorphism theorems to stationary processes. Introduce a measurable space (E, 3), with (T-algebra 3 on an abstract space E, as the state space of stochastic processes which will appear in the following considerations.
Suppose it is separable in the sense that there is a sequence of increasing finite subalgebras Q p , l^/?<°°, and c?=v3> Consider a strictly P>I stationary sequence X={x n (a)\ -oo<^<oo} on a probability space The probability space (J2, ^~oo, P) being separable, with no loss of generality it may be considered as a Lebesgue space, then Rohlin's Lebesgue space theory [8] applies to the set function A->Q(A) = P(A\ considered as a "canonical system of signed measures"; thus Either of the above three conditions is sufficient for X to admit the specified representation by a Bernoulli sequence.
It is possible that (5.3) is not true but (5.9) is true. Now we turn our attention to stationary Markov sequences. Let {x n (a)\ -oo<ra<oo} be such a sequence with state space (£", 3), determined by the stationary probability measure p(dx) on E and &-step transition probability p (k} (oc, dy where p is a constant with 0<p<l. As is well-known this condition is certainly assured by Doeblin's condition. When X is a mixing stationary sequence constructed by the ra-step transition matrix pW and its stationary probability measure {/?/}, using the sole fact that p ( "j-+pj as ft- >00 3 it is straightforward to show that i 3
as &-»oo.
Summarizing the above arguments we have the following criterion.
2° If the transition probability has the stationary probability measure
p(dx) and satisfies lim } E p(dx)} E \p (k \x, dy)-p(dy)\=Q,
then the generated stationary process X is representable by the shifts of a Bernoulli sequence of random variables. It is the case when X is generated by a transition probability measure satisfying Doeblin's condition or by a mixing transition matrix pW which has the stationary probability measure.
